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White perfection
A couple of weeks ago I visited the wonderful wine region Alsace. Here it was sunny, over 20
degrees, ripe grapes in the vineyards and a good atmosphere in the streets.
Once again the harvest was underway at the famous producer Trimbach.
We are in northeastern France, one hour from Strasbourg, right on the border with
Germany. You can find some red wine here, but this is first and foremost, a mecca for white
wine lovers.
In the middle of the village RIBEAUVILLE thrones tower of Trimbach. Since 1626 the family has
made wine in this area. For many, their elegant and refreshing style is synonymous with just
Alsace.
73 year old Hubert Trimbach travel around the world to introduce as many of these wines.
With Hubert as a guide, it was not difficult to understand why so many fall in love with Alsace.
Everywhere you were greeted by small fairytale villages and green vineyards. The local
gastronomy, that draws the best out from France and Germany, are tasty and powerful - and
top restaurants are lined up.
Do you want to experience Trimbach?
Start with their 2008 Riesling is a small revelation: Light and crisp with green tones. The nose is
irresistible - cool and mineral, with green apples,
citrus and smoke. Dry, thin, stylish, hyper-elegant in the mouth - yet pure young, but opens up
quickly in the glass. Crispy, fresh acidity and seductive. A sexy wine with crab claws,
fresh shrimp, scallops, mussels, light fish dishes, or kitchen pleasure before enjoying a good
meal.
The sister is just as attractive: Gewurztraminer 2007. The style is surprisingly delicate,
something which is a big challenge to achieve with an incredible and rich aromatic
Gewurztraminer grape. The colour is straw yellow with causes golden tones.
Aromas like classic Gewurztraminer: Flowers, Chinese love fruit, spices, honey and tropical
fruits.
Full bodied and rich, with lots of delicious fruit, spices and an exceptionally long aftertaste. This
is also an incredibly wine with food. I've tried it with smoked salmon, hot Asian dishes,
strong cheeses or plain, small decadent pleasure.
I would also mention Riesling Cuvée Fréderic Émile 2004 which are produced in a limited
number of bottles. This is one of the world's best Riesling - concentrated, tight, rich and
mineral. A beautiful blonde who deserve langoustines, scallops, lobster or king crab.
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